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Beschreibung
Wußten Sie, dass erst im Jahr 2639 der letzte Ton eines Orgelstückes von John Cage erklingen
wird, das man seit 2001 in Halberstadt spielt? Oder dass sich Dirigenten gelegentlich beim
Dirigieren schwere, ja tödliche Verletzungen zufügen, wie der unglückliche Jean-Baptiste Lully
am Hof Ludwigs XIV.? Möchten Sie letzte Worte kennenlernen, die in Opern gesprochen
werden - wie etwa: "Man töte dieses Weib" (Strauß, Salome), "Ein Aff, ein Aff, ein Aff"
(Henze, Der junge Lord)? Oder interessieren Sie sich für Musiker, die zu Mördern wurden?
Vielleicht wollen Sie aber auch einfach nur Beethovens Wohnadressen wissen oder die letzten
Ruhestätten von Musikern? Oder was die Lieblingsgerichte von Komponisten waren bzw.
welche Komponisten einen Bart trugen? Vielleicht interessieren Sie sich für die schönsten
Beschimpfungen unter Orchestermusikern oder welche Instrumente ausgestorben sind,
welches Gewicht Taktstöcke haben, wie hoch die Gage der Stars ist, welche Hosenrollen es
gibt, welche deutschen Städte Orchester haben, welches die größten Orchester der USA sind
oder gar, wo Sie selbst ein Orchester anmieten und dirigieren können

AbeBooks.com: Einstein's Violin: A Conductor's Notes on Music, Physics, and Social Change
(Signed First Edition): First edition. First printing. Hardbound. SIGNED BY AUTHOR on title
page. His name only, no other writing. A tight unread copy. Fine/fine in all repsects. Comes
with mylar dust jacket protector. Smoke free.
The role of music, especially of the violin, was a central aspect of Albert Einstein's life and,
more importantly, of his public persona. But it is also an emblem of the integration of the Jews
into Western high culture during the twentieth century. It is certainly part of our contemporary
image of Einstein that links both personal and.
15 Jun 2016 . As part of its exploration of Gravity 350, the Chelsea Music Festival presents a
program at the Leo Baeck Institute celebrating Albert Einstein's contributions to science as well
as his lifelong love for his violin and chamber music. Einstein is known to have said that “life
without playing music is inconceivable…
Publisher Desc. Einstein was a violinist all his life. In the motion picture Einstein's Light,
filmmaker Nickolas Barris and composer Bruce Adolphe set out to communicate Einstein's
dedication to the violin and his particular love for the music of Mozart and Bach. This
collection of music composed for the soundtrack is based on.
CD.
5 Feb 2017 . 'Genius' Super Bowl Commercial 2017 – Albert Einstein Plays Lady Gaga on
Violin Who knew Albert Einstein could play Lady Gaga? In a new promo for the upcoming
series Genius, Einstein played Gaga's.
Amazon.com: Einstein's Violin (9781585423880): Joseph Eger: Books.
29 Jun 2010 . Einstein took the stage, and looking out a largely non-academic audience
consisting of mostly old ladies, he explained to them that he certainly could talk about his
work, but it was a bit dull, and he was thinking perhaps instead the audience would prefer to
hear him play the violin. The host and audience.
Now, here are some photos of a book about Mileva and Albert Einstein's son, Hans Albert
Einstein, who was my grandfather. He loved to play the piano, and he loved to play Mozart,
Bach and Schubert. Naturally, he had made music with his father, Albert, who loved to play
Mozart Sonatas for violin and piano. Inside, there is.
17 Apr 2009 . Frederick Lepore, a neurologist at Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital in
New Brunswick, New Jersey, says that Falk appears to have accurately identified a number of
new features in the physicist's brain, and he finds the correlation between the motor cortex
"knob" and Einstein's violin training to be.
Earnest ideas that lack the literary music to make them memorable.
"I know that the most joy in my life has come to me from my violin." - Albert Einstein.
Einstein's Violin has 37 ratings and 8 reviews. Angkut said: นักฟิ สกิ ส ์
ึ มักถูกมองว่าเกียวข ้องกับดนตรีคลาสสกิ ) ดูเหมือนเป.
กับนักดนตรีทเป็
ี นวาทยกร (ซงก็

14 Jul 2015 . The first thing the assembled media noticed about Albert Einstein was not his
energetic tuft of hair, which was covered by a felt hat. Nor was it his formidable intellect,
responsible for a groundbreaking theory of relativity that had captivated the world—at the
time, Einstein spoke no English. It was the violin he.
24 Apr 2017 . The star of the 10-part series Genius explains why getting the hair right is only
the first step in doing right by Albert Einstein. . (Flynn, meanwhile, required no musical
lessons, already adept at violin as well as trumpet, guitar, mandolin, and harmonica. “That's
quite annoying,” says Rush.) Despite his bravura.
11 Jul 2017 . beststudentviolins.com/Einstein.html - Albert Einstein - Violin.
10 Jan 2016 . Tom Schuch will portray Einstein in the play in collaboration with the ensemble
Willy Sucre and Friends. ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — The most famous theoretical physicist of
the 20th century was also a violinist. The story of Albert Einstein the musician flows from a
new play for actor – plus string quartet.
There's Lina, Einstein's violin. Any chance he'll play Mozart.or maybe @ladygaga?
#CaughtInZeBadRomance #Genius. 6:49 PM - 25 Apr 2017. 17 Retweets; 56 Likes; Hope
Kingarmy12345 Nat Geo Channel r.j. ♀ Dev-thraki † Nikolas † nicola moreland Nat Geo
Genius Kenia Perez (SDK). 0 replies 17 retweets.
Find the perfect Einstein Violin stock photos and editorial news pictures from Getty Images.
Download premium images you can't get anywhere else.
15 Jun 2017 . How an old song and playing the violin helped to unlock the secrets of the
universe.
3 May 2016 - 10 min - Uploaded by Violin masterHere is record of Albert Einstein plaing
violin. Recond is from 1931.
Over the past ten years, physicist and science historian Brian Foster has brought new critical
attention to the profound influence Mozart's violin sonatas had on Einstein's life. Mozart's
work, Einstein wrote, “was so pure that it seemed to have been ever-present in the universe,
waiting to be discovered by the master.” In this.
3 Feb 2017 . National Geographic channel is running a spot in the Super Bowl promoting its
upcoming series "Genius," about the life of Albert Einstein.
I've started my holidays and have now read about 2/3 of the Einstein biography by Walter
Isaacson. I am struck by how often Einstein's violin and violin pl.
16 Aug 2017 . Just because he was a genius in physics and math doesn't mean he was good at
everything. Einstein played the violin but had a very hard time counting rhythms. Einstein
always planned to be cremated, but after he died, a pathologist named Thomas Harvey stole
his brain. Harvey thought Einstein's brain.
4 May 2009 . It is possible that these atypical aspects of Einstein's cerebral cortex were related
to the difficulty with which he acquired language, his preference for thinking in sensory
impressions including visual images rather than words, and his early training on the violin.
Keywords: Albert Einstein, Brodmann's area 40.
6 Mar 2017 . Einstein's mother, Pauline, was an accomplished pianist and wanted her son to
love music too, so she started him on violin lessons when he was six years old. Unfortunately,
at first, Einstein hated playing the violin. He would much rather build houses of cards, which
he was really good at (he once built one.
Einstein's Violin a Conductor's Notes on Music, Physics, and Social Change. About us. Centre
for Digital Philosophy UWO Phiosophy Documentation Center Institute of Philosophy,
London. Editorial team. General Editors: David Bourget (Western Ontario) David Chalmers
(ANU, NYU) Area Editors: David Bourget

3 Apr 2017 . Did you know that Albert Einstein was an amateur violinist? Einstein began
taking violin lessons at age six and was playing Mozart's sonatas at age 13. “Music was far
more than a sideline to Einstein's work; it was central to everything he thought and did. 'Music
helps him when he is thinking about his.
other as they recounted his achievements. Relativity tended to hog the show. Relatively little
space was given to Einstein the musician. This report, an attempt to redress the balance, is
based on conversations with several people who used to play chamber music with him.
Einstein was given violin lessons at an early age.
Who played second? Einstein, of course. Happily, many of the stories about Einstein's violin
playing were true, such as how he unexpectedly serenaded a bunch of Halloween pranksters
and how he accompanied a group of Christmas carolers. Einstein dearly loved expressing
himself through music, and the violin was the.
The noted Russian violinist Toscha Seidel played lead, with Einstein as second fiddle. In
return for some violin tips, Einstein tried to explain relativity theory to Seidel and made him
some drawings of moving rods contracting in length.5 Thus began a proliferation of popular
tales in town about Einstein's love for music.
Einstein with violin. Previous image, Pause, Next image.
15 Jun 2016 . As part of its exploration of Gravity 350, the Chelsea Music Festival presents a
program at the Leo Baeck Institute celebrating Albert Einstein's contributions to science as well
as his lifelong love for the violin and chamber music. Einstein is known to have said that “life
without playing music is inconceivable.
16 Dec 2017 . At the age of twelve during the beginning of his school year, Einstein came
across a book on Euclidean Plane of Geometry. The assertions and the examples given in this
book impressed him greatly. He mastered Calculus when he was sixteen years old. He started
playing the violin when he was six years.
24 Feb 2011 . I'm working on a scene where Albert Einstein is playing a largo movement of a
Handel sonata for violin and piano. (He was quite an accomplished violinist, and some
biographers guess that through his violin he expressed the intimate emotions that he otherwise
suppressed in favor of his work in physics.).
3 Feb 2017 . National Geographic has released a 45-second Super Bowl spot for its upcoming
scripted series Genius from executive producers Brian Grazer and Ron Howard. The spot,
which contains Lady Gaga's hit song “Bad Romance” played by Albert Einstein (Geoffrey
Rush) on his violin, will premiere.
But Einstein spent most of his free time in the salon of Mrs. Bertha Fanta on the Old Town
Square where a debating circle met regularly. Famous participants apart from Einstein here
were writers Max Brod and Franz Kafka. Einstein liked coming here with his violin and
between literary discussions he took part in musical.
As a Haydn-missioner you will appear Within a brief Einstein year! Banesh Hoffmann's
favourite anecdote about Einstein is about the violin street player. In his first year in Princeton,
on Christmas Eve, so the story goes, some children sang carols outside his house. Having
finished, they knocked on his door and explained.
There are many stories of how did Einstein get to love to play violin and here is one of them:
Einstein's mother loved music. At six she brought Albert to violin teacher, but for a while
Albert didn't like the discipline of daily practicing. After few years he heard Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik by Mozart. The music sounded so inspiring,.
3 Feb 2017 . The series itself centers around “genius” innovators, with the first season
featuring Einstein. Apparently, according to Adweek, Rush actually learned to play Lady
Gaga's “Bad Romance” on violin for the shoot. Um, not difficult at all. Courteney Monroe, the

CEO of National Geographic Global Networks,.
3 Feb 2017 . It was a love affair that required time to truly spark. Einstein was six when his
mother Pauline, herself an accomplished pianist, arranged for him to take violin lessons. But
the instrument was a dutiful chore until he discovered the violin sonatas of Mozart at age 13.
From that moment on, music became an.
28 Apr 2017 . "Einstein was an experiential scientist, so he had visions," explain Focus@Will
founder Will Henshall. He's a former member of synth pop band Londonbeat and was later
responsible for developing part of recording-industry software Pro Tools. "How did Einstein
get these visions? By playing the violin,.
25 Sep 2015 . If Einstein had had an iPod, this is probably what would have been on it.
Inside Einstein's Love Affair With 'Lina'—His Cherished Violin The famed physicist rarely left
home without his music, and it inspired him as he developed some of the most elegant
theories in science. He would one day develop the theory of relativity and the most famous
equation ever written, E = mc^2.
Einstein photo from "Six Einstein Cards (Dover 1997) purchased from the Historical Society
of Princeton (Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A.). One Einstein admirer is standing next to
Einstein's violin stand in the museum of the Historical Society of Princeton (Bainbridge House,
158 Nassau Street). How about Beethoven's strings.
However, there was one particular thing which stood above all which may most likely have
physiologically linked his genius mind to what he actually did. And that was the effect of his
violin playing. Einstein's mother, Pauline Koch happened to be a talented musician and
introduced her son to the piano when he was a.
Joseph Eger's life is a testimony to the power of music. Among the most venerated classical
conductors of his generation, Eger has discovered within music a universal language that not
only unites people across cultures but also suggests something about the physical rules of life
itself. In Einstein's Violin, Eger distills more.
20 Apr 2017 . Will Henshall explains: “It has been formulated using modern sound engineering
methods to mix Einstein's choice of baroque violin music with strategic and scientific drums,
pulses and movements, all scientifically proven to induce longer states of flow, thanks to five
years of research with over 1.5 million.
31 Mar 2013 - 7 min - Uploaded by Daniel KurganovMix - Albert Einstein NEVER BEFORE
HEARD: Plays Violin - Mozart Sonata in B- flat .
ALBERT. EINSTEIN'S. VIOLIN. Jews,. Music,. and. the. Performance. of. Identity. Who are
the three most famous Jewish violinists of the twentieth century? Ask any member of the
generation who grew up after World War II in the United States, and the answer is easy:
Jascha Heifetz (1900–1987), without question;Jack Benny.
This venture was largely supported by the Kochs, Pauline Einstein's parents. Pauline, a
talented musician, introduced her son to the piano when he was a small boy and encouraged
his passion for the violin, an instrument he studied from ages six to thirteen. In 1881, Hermann
and Pauline had a second child, Maria. Called.
31 Mar 2010 . "The greatest scientists are artists as well," said Albert Einstein. As one of the
greatest physicists of all time and a fine amateur pianist and violinist, he ought to have known!
So what did Einstein mean and what does it tell us about the nature of creative thinking and
how we should stimulate it?
Ana Smyth puts an old violin case from the attic on e-bay starting a series of strange
occurrences. People with less than good intentions are determined to possess the violin case
by any means necessary. Could it be the missing violin case of Albert Einstein? Might it
contain a valuable formula that could be used by those.

8 Feb 2017 - 45 secNational Geographic Channel launched their first Super Bowl commercial
last Sunday, to .
19 Feb 2008 . La Aldea Irreductible, no tenía este apartado y bueno… había que
solucionarlo… Y la primera entrada de Curiosidades, me gustaría hacerla con Einstein y la
música… Einstein, se sintió atraido desde pequeño por la música clásica, en especial con
Mozart y ya con 5 años comenzó a tocar el violín…
This wacky mystery -- about a violin case with a missing formula -- is set partly on hiking
trails in Europe. Mixups with physicists and spies lead from Oregon to a Greek monastery, an
Italian cyclortron, the Slovenian Alps, and the German city where Einstein was born. By the
bestselling Oregon author of Listening for Coyote,.
16 Aug 2011 . Einstein's Violin. Ae58 It was a combination of fine ingredients. The finest
wood, superior craftsmanship and chemicals bought at the corner apocathry. Sugar? Borax?
Wood soaked in a salt-water solution? Quartz from the mountains and ground-up Venetian
glass? Alchemical treatises of the time offered.
Buy Einstein's Violin by Joseph Eger (ISBN: 9781585423880) from Amazon's Book Store.
Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
"A table, a chair, a bowl of fruit and a violin; what else does a man need to be happy?" Albert Einstein quotes from BrainyQuote.com.
11 Oct 2017 . Book annotation not available for this title.Title: The Case of Einstein's
ViolinAuthor: Sullivan, William L.Publisher: Navillus PrPublication Date.
14 Mar 2017 . Einstein started taking violin lessons at age five, but the drills were so trying that
he threw a chair at his teacher. It was Mozart's violin sonatas that finally had him hooked at
age 13. “Mozart's music is so pure and beautiful that I see it as a reflection of the inner beauty
of the universe," he said. He also learned.
Willem Erauw (B): Queen Elisabeth of Belgium, the A-Bomb and Einstein's Violin: About
Pacifism, Pantheism, and the Passion for Music Queen Elisabeth of Belgium an d Albert
Einstein were both passionate music- lovers. Their letters reflect their close friendship, shared
thoughts, and world vision. In my paper I used their.
“Einstein's Violin,” featuring some of Einstein's favorite string quartets by Haydn, Mozart,
Schubert and Beethoven, was written by Tom Schuch and is performed in collaboration with
Willy Sucre & Friends: Krzysztof Zimowski and Willy Sucre, violins, Shanti Randall, viola,
and Lisa Donald, cello, with actor Tom Schuch.
11 Jan 2017 . These interludes helped Einstein connect the dots of his experiments at
opportune moments when he picked up the violin. “I fell in love with Albert because he
played Mozart so beautifully on the violin,” recalled his second wife, Elsa. “He also plays the
piano. Music helps him when he is thinking about his.
Einstein was influenced by his mother's musical gifts At the age of six he had already mastered
the violin and it was to remain his favourite musical instrument for the rest of his life. Music
and science were his two great passions. When he travelled he would take his violin ("Lina")
with him, in the hope that there might be a.
Albert Einstein played the violin. It is said. September 1, 2012 at 07:29 PM · I haven't looked
extensively - has anyone else come across an Einstein recording?
16 Nov 2012 . Einstein was a keen violinist, which may account for an overdeveloped section
of his brain that deals with the left hand. The most striking observation, says Falk, was “the
complexity and pattern of convolutions on certain parts of Einstein's cerebral cortex”,
especially in the prefrontal cortex, and also parietal.
16 Feb 2016 . What Einstein understood from the start was that he would not achieve his goal
of describing the essential structure of the cosmos with just conscious thought and the

delineations of logic. He instead relied upon intuition and what he described as “the
architecture of music.” He would grab his violin or plunk.
William L. Sullivan's light-hearted mystery novel is just the book to take on vacation. In the
story, an Oregon woman inherits Albert Einstein's violin case, sells it on eBay, and suddenly
finds herself dodging international spies. A tip that her long-dead father may be alive sends
her racing through Europe to discover her family's.
He named his violin Lina. Six Interesting Musical Facts About Albert Einstein Until I went to
research this for your answer, I didn't know Albert Einstein played the violin. It's very
interesting by the way! He apparently deeply enjoyed violin son.
8 Aug 2012 . At the age of five, Einstein (who was born into a musical family) began playing
classical violin. While his initial affection towards the study of the instrument was faint, these
feelings flamed into love as he discovered the works of Mozart and Bach. Music became a
pure outlet for Einstein's passions, causing.
3 Feb 2017A new trailer for "Genius" stars Geoffrey Rush as Albert Einstein playing Lady
Gaga on violin .
28 Sep 2015 . The surface of Einstein's brain holds clues to his genius.
17 Nov 2016 . Yet few have looked at Einstein's hobbies or artistry with the violin to better
understand the man. Some see Einstein's mastery of the violin and assume it to be another item
on a long checklist of an accomplished career. But this artist-polymath type seems to point to
something far more carnal and central to.
19 Apr 2016 . Einstein liked to play the violin at night. He did not play pieces of music but "his
own improvisations as he did his thinking to them". He played in the kitchen because he liked
the way the tiles made the music resonate. Alas, he wasn't that good. Fellow scientist Professor
Walter Frierich said of Einstein's.
The role of music, especially of the violin, was a central aspect of Albert Einstein's life and,
more importantly, of his public persona. But it is also an emblem of the integration of the Jews
into Western high culture during the twentieth century. It is certainly part of our contemporary
image of Einstein that links both personal and.
28 Jan 2011 . One day, the story goes, Albert Einstein was playing string quartets with his
friend Fritz Kreisler, the great Viennese violinist. Einstein went wrong. "You know, Albert,"
said Kreisler, "your trouble is that you can't count." It's a tale told in various permutations. But
what's indisputable is that the discoverer of the.
Ze'ev Rosenkranz writes in his book , Albert Einstein - Privat und ganz persönlich (Albert
Einstein – Private and very personal) about Einstein playing the violin: ". He himself liked to
scoff at his 'incompetence', which he rarely found “impressing”, however, this did not reduce
his joy in playing the 'violin'. Supposedly he was.
14 Feb 2016 . Einstein, an accomplished violinist, claimed that, had he not pursued science, he
would have been a musician. That's worth reflecting on, in the wake of last week's discovery
of gravitational waves.
31 Jan 2006 . The result was an almost mystical connection, said Hans Byland, a friend of
Einstein's from high school. "When his violin began to sing," Mr. Byland told the biographer
Carl Seelig, "the walls of the room seemed to recede -- for the first time, Mozart in all his
purity appeared before me, bathed in Hellenic.
9 Mar 2012 . In the 1920s, a Berlin music critic, unaware of Einstein's fame deriving from
physics – perhaps the only Berliner who was unaware of it – wrote: “Einstein's [violin] playing
is excellent, but he does not deserve his world fame; there are many others just as good”
(Anton Reiser, Albert Einstein, Boni, NY, 1930,.
These mental exercises are not only intended to improve one's knowledge in history, science,

and culture, but are intended to help one's understanding generally in economics, politics, and
beyond. You will find several links to our pages on E=mc2, Einstein and his violin, and a page
with a collection of shorter articles and.
The image of a scientist usually comes with a rigid, rigorous work ethic and technical, logical,
and rational mind. It can be difficult to picture a scientist as an extremely passionate violinist.
However, Nobel Prize-winning theoretical physicist Albert Einstein was known for his love of
music and the violin. Not only did it serve as.
26 Jul 2015 . This week's column features two prose poems by Sally Ashton, part of a
manuscript called Behavior of Clocks, composed chiefly of prose shorts along with some
more traditionally lineated poems. The title is from Einstein's book written for laypersons
called Relativity. Struck by “the seeming absurdity of.
19 Mar 2009 . Scientists on the fiddle? Brian Foster on how Einstein and the violin inspired a
festival of interdisciplinary imagination. Brian Foster reports.
Albert Einstein (14 March 1879 – 18 April 1955) was a German-born theoretical physicist who
developed the theory of relativity, one of the two pillars of modern physics (alongside
quantum mechanics). :274 Einstein's work is also known for its influence on the philosophy of
science. Einstein is best known by the general.
Nonetheless, from the moment of his adolescent epiphany upon encountering Mozart's violin
sonatas, music assumed a pivotal and permanent role in Einstein's life. He played with
regularity, using the engagement and concentration (including the unique perceptual
distortions of temporal experience) induced by playing an.
Songs From Einstein's Violin: Frank Tedesso: Amazon.ca: Music.
11 Dec 2015 . Internationally known violinist Joshua Bell has performed with all the major
orchestras and is proficient in the works of Beethoven, Lalo, Tchaikovsky, and Wieniawski.
He is known for both his contemporary and classical repertoire. Joshua Bell was born in
Indiana in 1967 and acquired an interest in playing.
music…I get most joy in life out of music.” Einstein's mother, Pauline, was a talented pianist
who brought music to life in the fam- ily home. Albert began to learn the violin at the age of
six, while his family was still living in Munich. However, he toiled under un- imaginative
tuition until discovering the joys of Mozart's sonatas at.
In a life punctuated by strained personal relations and intense scien- tific thought on the
highest reaches of physics, one of Einstein's great- est escapes was music. He played the violin
all his life, he loved it as much as he loved anything and called it his “inner necessity.” It was
his constant companion. Einstein began violin.
About the Production The seed of this production was sown in 2001 while Mr. Schuch was
taking violin lessons from Willy Sucre in preparation his.
28 Apr 2009 . Julius Baker, who was a great admirer of Albert Einstein, told me a story that I
want to share, whether it is true or not. Albert Einstein was playing violin in a concert in
Philadelphia, and a well-known playwright (presumably one who wrote comedies), was sitting
in the audience and laughing. After the concert.
Find album reviews, stream songs, credits and award information for Songs from Einstein's
Violin - Frank Tedesso on AllMusic - 1996 - In the world of songwriting, there is a coterie…
25 Jun 2013 . At the height of Albert Einstein's popularity, the public knew him not only as the
world's foremost theoretical physicist, but also as an enthusiastic sometime violinist. As a
publication for the 2005 “World Year of Physics” puts it: “to the press of his time… Einstein
was two parts renowned scientist, one jigger.
Einstein's Violin, composed in 1998 under a commission from the Utah Arts Festival, was
given its premiere by the Utah Symphony Orchestra under the direction of the composer on

June 25 of that year. The work enters the repertory of the National Symphony Orchestra in the
present concerts. The score calls for 3 flutes,.
Albert Einstein left a trail in Prague. Several plaques mark places where the famous scientist
lived, worked and played the violin. by Raymond Johnston - Prague.TV. 25.07.2016 05:57.
email Share on Google+. While Mozart and Kafka get all the attention, they were not only
famous people to spend time in Prague. A number.
Einstein's Universe: Energy = mass x violin. Wednesday, 17 July 2013. By Talia Shadwell,
Manawatu Standard. The compositions of musical greats interwoven with tales of the life and
legacy of one of the world's most influential scientists make for a fascinating lecture on the
20th-century physicist Albert Einstein. Professor.
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